English

Maths

To begin the term, the pupils

This term, the pupils will be

are developing their

extending their knowledge of

knowledge of expanded noun

number and place value

phrases and using them in

through working with numbers

poetry about the Artic. We will

up to a million, counting in

then begin reading our class

powers of 10, rounding to the

book, working towards writing
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Topic
Our topic this term is Road Trip

USA. Firstly, pupils will locate

Science
For the first two terms, we will

about the oceans, countries and

be exploring the properties of

states.

materials. These lessons will

The pupils will explore the

involve a variety of

environmental regions in North

experiments to discover the

America, the landscapes and man-

properties of different

nearest power of 10, and using

made landmarks. Followed by

negative numbers. As well as

comparing the Peak District to

materials such as solubility,

a setting description about the
main character’s journey

recapping the addition and

National Parks in America with

through North America. The

subtraction skills in order to be

last piece of writing will link

able to apply them to

geography focusing of

problems.

Earthquakes by writing a

Road Trip USA

map and compass work included.

many more.

We will discuss the importance

Class Book:

and impact of tourism before

French

The Call of the Wild

moving onto studying the San

Pupils will be building upon

(Jack London)

newspaper report.

conductors, magnetic and

Andreas fault line and how
earthquakes happen.

their learning so far by
learning to talk about food,
pets and hobbies.

Art and D&T

Music

In Art this term, pupils will be

The theme for music lesson this

introduced to three North

term is Water. We have already

American artists who are

looked at the bodies of water

famous for landscapes,
portraits and abstract art.
Pupils will analyse the artists’
style and develop their own

around North America and had a
go at creating music to represent
various water features. Through
this theme, pupils will learn how
to include dynamics, pitch, timbre

Computing
To start the term using
computers safely, the children
will be focusing on online
safety, keeping personal
details safe and cyberbullying.

PSHE
The pupils will be focusing on
the topic Going for Goals. This
involves discussing positive
ways to face new challenges
and how their actions have
consequences for themselves
and others. This unit will also
focus on the skills needed for

art skills through recreating

and many more features of

the pieces.

musical pieces. Finishing off by

a range of jobs and how

learning some Native American

pupils can develop these

songs.

within school.

PE
This term we will be
developing our map skills to
link with our topic through
orienteering. This will also
have a link with other areas of
their learning as they will be
on a quest to use and develop
their map skills and team
work.

